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In this issue
        By AugusT sTeigmeyer
News Editor
The Kenyon College Bookstore 
has experienced significant turnover 
in management ever since the 2006 
departure of longtime manager Jack 
Finefrock, which was followed by two 
years of interim management by ivonne 
Farson and Hugh resnick’s short stint 
as manager from December 2008 to 
August 2009. As the College begins a 
search for another new manager, mem-
bers of the Kenyon community reflect 
on what the Bookstore once was and 
how it has changed, for better or worse, 
throughout Kenyon’s history.
“There is a kind of rosy notion 
of a perfect bookstore that never was 
and that mythology will probably 
always be there,” President s. georgia 
Nugent said.
The quality of the Bookstore has 
dropped significantly in recent years 
and is only a shadow of what it once was, 
according to some students, faculty and 
administrators. 
“At a certain 
point the store 
was so successful 
that the College 
stopped making 
changes, wouldn’t 
let us put any 
changes in,” said 
Finefrock, Book-
store manager from 1982 to 2006. “it 
was starting to look a little shabby and 
a little bohemian. students loved it, but 
it didn’t do much for the school. i think 
the store was sort of a victim of its own 
success because the school nearly com-
pletely stopped investing in it.” 
“i think the finances of the store 
are such that they are going to have to 
go lease [to Barnes & Noble],” said one 
long-time observer of the Bookstore. 
“[The College is] going to mess it up 
so much. you can only lose so much 
money, you can only go through so 
many managers. it seems to be the only 
way to bail them out of the situation.” 
The Kenyon College Bookstore 
has undergone many changes in its 
history and, as it approaches its 182nd 
year, the future remains uncertain in 
the eyes of faculty, staff and students 
who have witnessed the store’s many 
incarnations.
The First 150 Years
in 1828, on the site of the current 
Development Office, Kenyon built its 
first college store, which sold, among 
other items, books.
in 1911, the College turned that 
building into the student commons 
and the Bookstore moved across the 
street into the building that is now 
middleground. 
When Peirce Hall was completed 
for use as the new 
student  c om-
mons in 1929, 
the Bookstore 
moved back to its 
original position, 
where it would 
remain until Farr 
Hall’s completion 
in 1966. 
Tom stamp, college historian 
and keeper of Kenyoniana, attributes 
the relocations of the bookstore to a 
lack of space on campus. “it was more 
where they could find a place to put it 
than anything else,” he said. “We are 
always looking for space now, and you 
can imagine what it was like when there 
were a lot fewer buildings.”
 The notion of a college book-
store as students understand it today 
did not come about until after World 
War ii. “especially in the first half of 
the 19th century, colleges didn’t really 
need bookstores all that much because 
students were studying from the classics, 
so you were usually studying from very 
few books and you usually just bor-
rowed them from the library,” stamp 
said. “The idea of a bookstore as we 
know it right now is more of a 20th 
century animal, especially the last half 
of the 20th century.” During this period 
the bookstore would have been purely 
books with, at some point, records 
being introduced into the inventory 
along with a few office supplies and 
stationary, according to stamp. “The 
kind of bookstore that we have now 
with T-shirts and sweatshirts, that kind 
of thing came later.”
Bill Chambers ran the bookstore 
from the late 1960s to early 1980s. 
under his management, the Bookstore 
“operated as a textbook store with a 
modest number of books, something of 
the same kind of offers that you see now 
— books and pencils, notebooks, cloth-
ing,” Professor emeritus of Psychology 
Charles rice said. “There was not really 
[an] intention of attracting students to 
come and spend time there.”
under Chambers’ management, 
the store closed at 4:30 p.m. on week-
days and was not open on weekends. 
“All around the walls were textbooks, 
so, except for a few times a year, those 
shelves were empty or had the used 
textbooks that nobody wanted to buy,” 
Professor emeritus of english Perry 
Lentz said. 
Lentz said many members of the 
The Legacy of the Kenyon Bookstore
Plans to construct 20 town-
houses for students on North 
Campus near the Bexley Apart-
ments could be put into effect 
as early as the spring of 2010, 
according to Director of  Fa-
cilities Planning Tom Lepley. 
“if ever ything ’s approved, the 
money’s there, the drawings are 
done,” he said.
According to Chief Busi-
ness  Officer  mark Kohlman, 
the final phase of design for the 
townhouses is almost complete 
and the Board of Trustees will 
meet in October to discuss the 
approval of the designs. “The de-
signs have been developed using 
the guidance provided by student 
o r g a n i z a t i o n s 
t h a t  w o r k e d 
with the Dean 
of students’ of-
fice,” he said.
A l t h o u g h 
th ere  a re  a l s o 
p l a n s  t o  c o n -
struct two new 
dormitories on 
south Campus,  construction 
of the north townhouses has 
been prioritized because of the 
individual nature of the houses, 
according to Lepley. “it’s easier 
to raise funding for these build-
ings because there’s 20 different 
buildings and you have 20 nam-
ing opportunities, and with the 
dorms, you have two,” he said. 
“And … that’s a popular area on 
the north end.”
The current plan is to build 
2 0  thre e - stor y  b u i l d ing s  on 
North Campus, 15 of which will 
house 12 students each and five 
of which will house eight stu-
dents each, totaling 220 spaces 
for students. According to Lep-
ley, the five smaller houses will 
be ful ly  handicap -accessible , 
as will be the first floors of the 
larger houses. The townhouses 
will include single and double 
rooms and efficiency kitchens, 
according to Dean of students 
Hank Toutain.
President s. georgia Nugent 
said the College had planned to 
construct the new residence halls 
on south Campus first, but “it 
By mArA POTTersmiTH
Managing Editor
North Campus Townhouse 
Construction on schedule
see bookstore, page 2
was probably a $12 million build-
ing , and we worked on fundrais-
ing for that for a while, maybe a 
couple of years, and really weren’t 
finding the donors who were 
interested in that. … What we’ve 
now done is put the dorm on 
long-term hold,” she said.
eventually, Lepley said, all 
of the Bexley Apartments will be 
razed, but for now, “they could 
build five of these townhouses 
before they touch any of the Bex-
leys,” so the Bexley Apartments 
will remain in place until they 
are no longer needed.
 “[The new apartments] are 
going to be great,” Nugent said. 
“They’re very much what stu-
dents have said that they want.” in 
her conversations with students, 
according to Nugent, it became 
obvious that a 
d i v i d e  e x i s t s 
between resi-
dents of North 
C a m p u s  a n d 
south Campus. 
“many students 
liked the north 
area  so  there 
is a separation 
between their academic venue 
and their home,” she said.
Once the plans are approved 
by the Board of Trustees, “we 
could start two or three buildings 
almost immediately, with land 
that we have available right now,” 
Lepley said. “The goal would be 
to get those two or three or four 
... then finish them completely, 
then let students move into them, 
then start picking away at the 
Bexley Apartments.” Lepley said 
the construction will take place 
in two stages. Nine buildings will 
be built in the first phase; 11 will 
be built in the second.
“if the stars align i think we 
could start as early as this sum-
mer,” Nugent said. “They would 
certainly be online by the next 
academic years [2011-2012].” 
Kohlman said the College 
has been working on plans for a 
North Campus housing project 
for almost two years. According 
to Lepley, renovation is certainly 
needed. “i ’ve been here since 
1970 and i know the condition 
of the Bexley Apartments … and 
it’s time for them to be replaced,” 
page 10Village Counsel Advice 
“If  everything’s ap-
proved, the money’s 
there, the drawings 
are done.”
- Tom Lepley
page 10Celebrity Coat Auction
The Kenyon College Book Shop in the 1950s. CourteSY oF tom Stamp
“For a long time, we 
really did have the 
best college book-
store in the nation.”
- Perry Lentz
Part I: The Rise to Fame (1828 to 1995), A History of Change
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• The Student Life Committee and Student Council 
approved the following groups to be official student 
organizations: Wellness (group to organize healthy, alcohol-free 
events); AMIS Friends (group sponsoring students in Ghana); 
Transition Mission (group helping local teenagers); Philander’s 
Chase (running/walking group); Men’s Volleyball; Newman 
Club (support group for Catholic students); Mystery Science 
Theater 3000; Roundtable Theater (group where students can 
write plays and see actors read through them); Martial Arts 
Club; Night Caps (nocturnal literary society); Writing Club; 
Victorian Lit (book club); Soul Purpose (a cappella group); 
Asian Awareness; and Wrestling Club. Student Council denied 
Play With Your Food (theater group planning to perform in 
Peirce) and Kenyon Missions Team (group planning a missions 
trip to Haiti over spring break) and referred them to other 
groups. 
• The Budget and Finance Committee held a budget 
hearing, and Student Council approved its funding decisions, 
allowing the BFC to allocate a total of nearly $25,000 to 14 
student organizations. 
• The Housing and Dining Committee is working 
to improve the lines in Peirce Hall servery by switching the 
vegetarian and international stations and having bigger, more 
visible menus. It is also looking into altering the dish return 
system, extending brunch on Saturdays and ensuring that AVI 
workers keep cooking lunch on weekdays until lunch ends at 
1:15 p.m. Soon after Reading Days, the Housing and Dining 
Committee will institute a fine for any students found with 
stolen cups and plates from Peirce. There will be a three-day 
grace period during which students can return stolen items 
without penalty before the fine goes into effect. After this period, 
if a Community Advisor finds stolen items in a student’s room 
during a routine room check, the student will have to pay a fine 
that includes the cost of the stolen items and an inconvenience 
fee. 
-Marika Garland
Student Council
Bookstore: The 1980s Usher in an Era of Renewal and Innovation that Brings
From a Humble Addition to the Original College Store to “Best Individual Bookstore in the U.S.”: 
College were unhappy with the style 
of management at the time. “What 
we were complaining about was [that] 
the staff of the Bookstore wasn’t very 
amenable to such basic things as hold-
ing autograph-
ing sessions for 
local authors or 
even to be open 
on big weekends 
like graduation 
weekend and re-
union weekend,” 
he said.
Lentz was a member of a Book-
store advisory committee under the 
direction of President Phil Jordan. 
The group discussed ways of im-
proving the store, but was met with 
lukewarm interest from staff. “The 
Bookstore staff just wasn’t capable of 
responding to our suggestions,” Lentz 
said. “We would suggest things like how 
great it would be to have readings there 
or showcase local authors, and the Book-
store would show some interest and then 
let it drop. To me this was like telling a 
doctor that he should cure people. It 
seemed to me that [Chambers] was in 
the wrong line of 
work.” 
Chambers left 
in 1982. Rice, who 
was on the manager 
search committee, 
said the College 
had given no spe-
cific guidelines for 
the type of manager it wanted or how 
the Bookstore should be changed. But 
one candidate stood out as the best 
choice. “When we interviewed people, 
we were interested in the characteristics 
of the person themselves as it relates to 
books and particularly to an academic 
bookstore,” Rice said. “When we did 
From page 1 those interviews, there was no question 
in any of our minds that Jack Finefrock 
fit that bill.”
The 1980s: A Golden Age
Finefrock “knew books, he loved 
books and he knew the book business,” 
Rice said. “He was quite modest in talk-
ing about his expertise. He indicated 
that he would be humbled to come to 
a place like Kenyon, which he idolized, 
and to be able to open a bookstore of 
a nature which he thought would be 
great here. He thought books are the 
reason for the bookstore; he just con-
vinced us.”
Lentz, who chaired the search 
committee, said he was surprised at 
the candidate’s proposed management 
style. He said he would never forget 
Finefrock’s first question to the com-
mittee: “Why aren’t you open at night 
and on the weekends?”
 “We were dumbfounded by that,” 
Lentz said. “It had never occurred to us 
that a college bookstore could be open 
during any time other than regular busi-
ness hours. I had my own doubts about 
Jack, but I’ve discovered that I’m not a 
very good judge of candidates.” 
According to Lentz, Rice said at 
one of the meetings: “‘If [Finefrock] 
gives us a third of the bookstore he’s 
proposing, you’ll have the best college 
bookstore in the nation.”
 “I would say Jack probably gave 
us a half or two-thirds the bookstore 
he envisioned. I think, for a long time, 
we really did have the best college book-
store in the nation,” Lentz said.
In the 1980s, the store was recog-
nized by Lisa Birnbach’s College Book as 
the “best single-location college-owned 
store in the United States.” Rolling Stone 
Magazine called it the “best individual 
bookstore in the U.S” and Publisher’s 
Weekly reported that it had the “highest 
sales per student of any college-owned 
bookstore in the U.S.”
“The ambiance was such that 
people did come,” Rice said. “Students 
came and warmed up a bagel and had a 
cup of coffee or a Coke. It wasn’t just a 
place to come to buy your books.”
“Some people never left,” Fine-
frock said. “They would come and get 
some breakfast in the Bookstore then 
go to class and come back to the store 
and then go to the next class and then 
meet their friends in the Bookstore. 
It was a kind of home for people. It 
was a nurturing place where people 
could come in, get coffee, and if they 
were having a bad day it made them 
feel better.” 
Finefrock’s management brought 
drastic changes to the store, creating 
an environment the College had never 
seen before. He expanded the hours 
and the number of employees and 
services. He took all the storage places 
and turned them into sales spaces. The 
textbook department, for example, was 
moved to the basement for security 
purposes and to open up a larger space. 
The storage room adjacent to the store 
was transformed into a space for T-shirts 
and art supplies and a large addition was 
constructed on the back of the store. 
“We got credited with inventing 
the superstore,” said Finefrock, who 
was inspired by a previous bookstore he 
managed. “Kids would come and read 
all day and sit on the floor,” he said. “So 
one day I took my office chair, gave it 
to the kid that was reading there and 
then just decided that people needed 
a place to read. I’d heard that German 
[academic] stores had big tables where 
people would sit down and read, so we 
tried it and it was very successful. 
“We found out the better the fur-
niture, the longer it lasted. If you bought 
cheap furniture, it just fell apart, but if 
you bought really nice furniture then 
people took care of it,” Finefrock said. 
“So we really expanded that idea.” 
“In the ’80s, the Bookstore 
manager was very visionary,” Nugent 
said,.“Long before there was a Borders 
“There is a kind of  
rosy notion of  a per-
fect bookstore that 
never was.”
- S. Georgia Nugent
The Book Shop in the 1970s. CourteSy of tom StAmp
An Lp display in the 1980s. GreeNSLAde  SpeCiAL CoLLeCtioNS ANd ArChiveS
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• Village Council reviewed local construction. Drilling for the 
geothermal wells for the Kenyon art history building is will be 
cmpleted within the week, after which the construction team will 
tear up the road, dig trenches, connect pipes and start testing the 
geothermal system. The foundation is almost finished for the new 
gallery building, and construction workers have been reminded to stay 
out of the Village with cement trucks. Grass seeding and sprinklers will 
go on the former site of Ernst.
• The Council discussed whether putting “no stopping, no parking, 
no standing” signs along Duff Street would be necessary and effective.
• The Council discussed the trend of buses parking outside of 
designated parking areas behind the Kenyon Athletic Center and the 
difficulty residents have driving around them.
• Mayor Kirk Emmert informed the Council that the Tree Committee 
is coming to Gambier in November to take inventory.
• Community Sustainability Group held its first meeting and will try 
to keep the Council informed of its activity.
• This month’s water consumption has been drastically reduced from 
previous months.
• The new Dodge police cruiser has arrived and is fully-equipped, 
including speed radar.
• There will be a public hearing on Oct. 15 regarding the College’s 
request for rezoning.
• On the evening of Oct. 31, there will be the annual Halloween 
party at the Community Center. The Council approved its usual 
expenditure for the party and wanted to emphasize its appreciation of 
Kenyon students’ help and participation.
•  If a levy on the Knox County ballot passes in November, the Gambier 
Library will be able to return to its regular hours.
• Before the Village moves forward on any new sidewalk additions, a 
master plan for sidewalks will be created.
• Two applications came for planning and zoning last month. One was 
for an addition to 207 Chase Avenue and the other’s applicant failed to 
show up, postponing it until next month.
• The Council discussed cleaning up trash around the Village before 
Dumpster Day in November.
• The Council approved a resolution to authorize the Village 
Administrator to enter into a contract with a company that maintains 
roofs.
• The Council discussed the placement, budgeting and size of a beacon 
light on the streets to warn drivers of the top of the hill as they approach 
the Kenyon Inn. They approved transferring money from one budget 
to another to allow for the light.
• The Council approved the implementation of new, stronger street 
signs and discussed the necessity of keeping Kenyon students from 
crossing the street without regard for cars.
• The Council approved resurfacing the roof of the Gambier 
Community Center for $41,000.
• The Council discussed what to do about the current proliferation 
of stray cats, and said the only solution is to continue to feed them 
and make sure that they are spayed and neutered when possible. The 
Council may meet in the future to consider investing funds in catch-
and-release neutering programs.
Village Council
Sep. 28 — Oct. 4, 2009
Sep. 8, 5: p.m. — Medical call injury at Norton Residence Hall.  Student not transported.
Sep. 9, 6:40 p.m. — Medical call injury at Peirce Hall.  Ill student will go to Health Services.
Oct. 1, 8:09 a.m. — Vandalism at Gund Residence Hall.
Oct. , 10:5 a.m. — Medical call injury at Peirce Hall. Non-student transported self to Knox 
Community Hospital.
Oct. , 1:4 a.m. —Theft/stolen property on campus, not in a residential hall.
Oct. , 1:6 a.m. — Intoxicated student at Samuel Mather Hall.
Oct. , 1:4 a.m. — Underage consumption of alcohol in Leonard Residence Hall.
Oct. , 1:5 a.m. — Underage consumption of alcohol in Leonard Residence Hall.
Oct. , 4:06 a.m. — Medical call regarding ill student. Squad called, student transported to 
Knox Community Hospital.
Oct. , 5: p.m. — Suspicious person in Peirce Hall. Person removed from campus.
Oct. 4, 1:0 a.m. — Intoxicated student at Old Kenyon.
Oct. 4, :1 a.m. — Suspicious persons on Middle Path. All persons removed from campus.
Village Record
-Mara Pottersmith
National Fame to the Bookstore and Kenyon College
Finefrock Transforms the Bookstore into a Student Hangout
or Barnes & Noble, he did things like 
put coffee and food and comfy chairs in 
the Bookstore, and this was considered 
fabulous, which it was.” 
“The friendliness to the com-
munity would be one of the top things 
that I would notice in that [Finefrock] 
made newspapers available for people 
to read, magazines that people could 
read there,” Rice said. “People could 
come in, take a book off the shelf and 
browse through it.” 
The appeal to students was obvi-
ous, as increasing numbers flooded the 
Bookstore to relax, study or hang out. 
In 1995, the Bookstore closed for one 
Sunday, prompting student Judah Pol-
lack ’95 to write a letter to The Kenyon 
Collegian reflecting on the “tragedy” of 
the Jan. 22 closing. “It was on everyone’s 
lips at dinner in Peirce that evening,” he 
wrote. “The gasps of disbelief were deaf-
ening. I walked down to the Bookstore 
to actually see the sign reading ‘closed.’ 
Unfortunately I was not able to see the 
sign for a vigil which was being held 
out front.” When the Bookstore was 
re-opened the next day, Pollack wrote: 
“All was right with the world again. 
Well, at least our world.”
 The Bookstore “reflected the life 
of real college students, which is messy 
and fun and creative,” Finefrock said. 
“We had lots of junk, lots of stuff, so the 
store did look kind of junky; it was filled 
to the rafters. Just for entertainment. 
“It was shopping by adventure,” 
he said. “Someone once said to me that 
they would leave the store if they could 
find the way out. There’d be toys here, 
stuffed animals everywhere, there’d be 
sculptures and student art.” 
The April 1993 issue of AirFare 
m a g a z i n e  d e -
scribed the sight 
of the Bookstore 
from atop a large, 
wooden castle that 
was added in 1982. 
“From its tower, 
youngsters can 
safely look out over 
hundreds of stuffed animals lining the 
top shelves around the room.”
 “We had things that nobody had,” 
Finefrock said. “We had a highway 
patrolman who came to buy a pen that 
would write in the rain and upside 
down. We had stuff that we would 
never have again.” 
 “I don’t know if it was such a good 
store or if it was that it was just so lively 
and happy [a] place and it was a lot of 
fun,” Finefrock said. “It seemed to work, 
and no one could really understand 
how it worked because it seemed to 
violate every rule of business, like let 
everybody do everything for free, have 
way too much merchandise, be open 
way too many hours, trust your custom-
ers way too much.”
“The Bookstore that we treasure 
is the product of Jack Finefrock,” 
Lentz said. “His 
brilliance really 
gave us the store 
that had never ex-
isted. When we 
did the original 
search, no one on 
the committee 
had any idea of 
what the Bookstore could do for this 
community, and I think Jack deserves 
full credit for accomplishing that.” 
Archival Documents Provided by Greenslade 
Special Collections and Archives
To Be Continued ...
“We got credited 
with inventing the 
superstore.”
- Jack Finefrock
The 190s Book Store in what is now MiddleGround.  COurteSy Of tOM StaMp
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by Charlie SChneider
Staff Writer
by bob dorff
Arts & Entertainment Editor
let me begin by laying one thing 
on the table: i am a big fan of power-
pop. i think that Weezer’s first two al-
bums are songwriting gold. i think Saves 
the day’s In Reverie is an under-appreci-
ated gem, and to this day, i occasionally 
listen to the first all-american rejects 
album because the songs are too catchy 
to deny. not only that, but i have a soft 
spot for bands with female lead vocal-
ists. With this 
in mind, Hor-
ror Vacui, the 
new album 
from the fe-
male-fronted 
Chapel hill, 
nC, band i 
Was Totally 
destroying 
it should be 
right up my al-
ley. The band’s 
MySpace page 
claims it seeks 
to combine 
the sounds of 
The Cure with 
Superchunk 
and The an-
niversary, and 
if that does 
n o t  s o un d 
like a recipe 
for killer sug-
a r - c o a t e d 
pop music, i 
do not know 
what does . 
Unfortunately, the band falls short of 
this lofty goal, though in doing so it 
stumbles across some great ideas.
Things get off to a predictable start 
with the album’s first track, “beneath 
you all the Way,” a song that has “late 
’90s pop-punk” written all over it. The 
song lays out the basic template for all of 
Horror Vacui: crunchy major-key guitars, 
“whoa-oh” backing vocals and anemic 
keyboard lines so buried in the mix they 
might as well not exist. The problem 
I Was Totally Destroying It will perform at the Village Inn.
 CourTesy of  The BAnD
with “beneath you all the Way” and, 
indeed, nearly every song on the album, 
is that the band seems too concerned with 
rocking out to write a truly memorable 
hook. Coupled with the band’s standard 
pop-rock palate of sounds, this results in 
songs that wash over listeners without any 
lasting impact. in fact, the song that stuck 
with me the longest off this record did 
so because one of the vocal lines sounds 
eerily like the vocals on an old brendan 
benson song. This issue pops up all over 
the record, and listeners will inevitably 
find that every song reminds them of 
at least one other track from a different 
band. although i Was Totally destroying 
it knows how to sound like its idols, it has 
yet to shape those sounds into something 
new and exciting.
This is not to say the album is 
without its pleasures. The song “Cat-
erwaul” is able to sustain its lackluster 
chorus thanks to a memorable distorted 
keyboard line that runs throughout the 
song and the shameless use of more 
Professors’ Pods
assistant Professor of his-
tory nurten Kilic-Schubel’s musi-
cal tastes remind us that music is 
definitely not just an american 
tradition. it is easy to get funneled 
into listening to american music 
and to forget that the rest of the 
world has its own traditions. That 
is a broad generalization, especial-
ly given that as college students, 
we are more likely to explore the 
music of the rest of the world. 
nonetheless, Kilic-Schubel has 
some great 
s e l e c t i o n s 
that might 
be  off  our 
c o l l e c t i v e 
r a d a r.  o f 
course, Kil-
ic-Schubel 
wa s  a  c o l-
lege student 
once, too.
“i went 
to college in 
the 1990s,” 
s h e  s a i d . 
“in Turkey, 
college stu-
d e n t s  a r e 
v e r y  i n t o 
world mu-
sic. We were listening to all of this 
stuff, from beatles to blues — very 
eclectic tastes. it wasn’t necessar-
ily just Turkish [music].”    
“ Te l e v i s i o n”  b y  r o b y n 
h i t c h c o c k ,  f r o m  S p o o k e d 
(200) 
“i found out about him re-
cently,  actua l ly.  he’s  be en in 
bands for, i think, 30 years. i lis-
ten to this album a lot, especially 
in the car. My son likes it, too. i 
like most of the songs, but i really 
like the lyrics of this song. ‘Televi-
sion, say you love me.’ it’s sort of 
about alienation and loneliness. 
it’s more of an acoustic album 
with some american folk singers. 
This is sort of my 
recent obsession. 
it’s very humorous 
an d  dark  at  th e 
same time.” 
“ e x tr a or d i -
n a r y  M a c h i n e ” 
by fiona Apple, 
from Extraordi-
nary Machine (200) 
“i also found about her re-
cently, a few years ago. i listen 
to this a lot when i’m jogging. i 
don’t know why. She has a really 
extraordinary voice, and i also 
like the lyrics. it looks simple, 
but they’re very deep. ‘i still only 
travel by foot and by foot, it’s 
a slow climb, / but i’m good at 
being uncomfortable, so / i can’t 
stop changing all the time.’ i like 
those lyrics — i guess in music i 
really need that sort of thing to 
make a good connection. i like her 
feminine sensibilities as well.” 
“shoot out The Lights” by 
richard Thompson and Linda 
Thompson, from Shoot Out The 
Lights (1991) 
“This is my classic. The first 
concert i went to in the States was 
his concert in Columbus, so i have 
that special kind of relation. it 
was kind of my entry into america 
in many ways. [This song ] is a 
good song and has a great guitar 
solo. he says it’s about the Soviet 
invasion of 
a f g h a n i -
s t a n ,  s o  i 
f i n d  s o m e 
kind of his-
torical con-
n e c t i o n .  i 
l ike  l inda 
Thompson 
as well, and 
i have sev-
eral of her 
albums.” 
“ A b i 
C e s m”  b y 
M e r c a n 
Dede, from 
Su (200) 
“Mercan dede is a Turkish-
born, Montreal-based musician 
and techno dJ. he’s very popular 
amongst urban, hip Turkish youth, 
[and he’s] sort of new age-y. but i 
like him a lot; i listen to this a lot. 
he’s from where i used to live be-
fore i came to the States, and i saw 
him in concerts a lot. he uses both 
electronic sounds but also simple 
wooden sounds. a lot of Sufi, 
mystical things. it’s very soothing, 
and it helps me clear out my mind. 
This is a very interesting collection 
of songs. he sings this with a very 
famous Turkish folk singer. he 
mixes old folk traditions with new 
sort of electronic instruments.”  
“yüzün Gördüm Dedim” by 
erkan oğur 
a n d  o k a n 
Mur a t  Ö z -
t ür k ,  f r om 
Hiç (1999) 
“ e r k a n 
o ğ u r  a n d 
okan Murat 
Ö z t ür k  a r e 
both folksingers. erkan oğur is 
sort of an avant-garde guitarist. 
he plays a fretless guitar, which 
he  says  he  invente d .  he a l so 
uses several traditional Turkish 
stringed instruments. They use 
several classical Turkish songs. 
[This one] was written by a 17th 
century poet in anatolia. it has 
a very Sufi element. it has that 
sound that i feel like it makes me 
realize who i am. Sometimes i 
listen to it and i don’t know where 
i am. it makes me connect to past 
cultures.”
A Series on Professors’ Listening Habits
They are not Totally destroying it
“It has that sound 
that ... makes me
realize who I am.”
-Nurten Kilic-Schubel
A Review of Pop-Rock Band I.W.T.D.I’s Newest Album
syrupy “whoa-ohs.”  likewise, album 
closer “The ocean” rides a surprisingly 
subdued piano line through a sea of me-
diocre melodies. in fact, the band is at its 
best when it turns down the guitars and 
lets the vocal interplay of co-lead singers 
rachel hirsh and John booker take cen-
ter stage. nowhere is this more evident 
than “Turn My Grave,” an acoustic num-
ber that admirably avoids devolving into 
the heavy-guitars and whoa-oh backing 
vocals formula that dominates the rest of 
the record. it is an interesting digression, 
and the album 
could do with 
more like it.
i  Wa s 
Totally de-
stroying it’s 
MySpace biog-
raphy asks the 
question: “Can 
a band toe the 
line between 
ma instream 
pa latabi l i t y 
and indie-rock 
influence while 
appealing to a 
wide range of 
audiences ?” 
The answer to 
this question is 
definitely “yes,” 
as the countless 
“indie” bands 
who have re-
cently found 
ma instream 
success can at-
test. The prob-
lem for i Was 
Totally destroying it is one of timing. 
Horror Vacui is not a bad album at all; it 
has some great moments, and i am sure 
these songs sound excellent in concert. 
if this had been released a few years ago, 
it might have fared better. as it is, the 
whole affair sounds a little too familiar.
but i’ll still keep some of the songs 
in my iTunes. 
I Was Totally Destroying It will be 
performing at the Village Inn on Thurs-
day, Oct. 15.
Whether students are working out at the KaC, poring over their books at the library or chilling 
in their dorms, iPods are a part of this campus. We decided to find out what you are listening to 
on those little contraptions. as a recurring feature, we will ask three Kenyon students what they 
are listening to and why.
Adrian Galbraith-Paul ’13
“hoodoo Voodoo”
billy bragg and Wilco
Why: “because it rules.”
Pod Profiles
by bob dorff
Maggie Taylor ’11 
“na na na Kiss him Goodbye”  
Steam
Why: “because it kind of goes 
with people walking on Middle 
Path.” 
ned Littlefield ’10
Why: “he has really good use of 
soul samples, very smooth.” 
Instrumental Tracks
bakary diaby
Assistant Professor of history  nurten Kilic-schubel.
Kenyon.eDu
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Memory of Water Promises to Be a Night to Remember
“It’s a depressing business — 
dying and whatnot,” quips Frank, a 
character in Shelagh Stephenson’s 
dark comedy The Memory of Water, 
the senior thesis production for 
Elisabeth Hofmann ’10, Samantha 
Turner ’10 and Allie Wigley ’10. 
Frank, played by Steven Leiser-
Mitchell ’10, is somewhat mistaken, 
however, as Stephenson attempts to 
portray death not as depressing but 
as poignant, touching and at times 
comical.  “What we’re hoping to 
capture,” said director Will Dagger 
’10, “is [the play’s] particular mix-
ture of honest humor and genuine 
heartbreak, the way it tells a familiar 
story in a new and truthful way.”
The play revolves around three 
sisters, played by Hofmann, Turner 
and Wigley, who are reuniting for 
their mother’s funeral, and explores 
how each of these very different 
sisters copes with the tragedy and 
the ongoing turmoil of her live.  For 
example, the women have to deal 
with their respective significant 
others, portrayed by Leiser-Mitchell 
and Kevin Holloway ’10.  Round-
ing out the cast is Robin Stype ’12 
as Violet, the ghost of the mother. 
As actresses, Hofmann, Turner and 
Wigley face the challenge of por-
traying three very strong and very 
real characters.  “They have been ... 
simply put, every director’s dream,” 
Dagger said.  “They never stop ex-
ploring and trying new things.”
Perhaps the biggest source of 
drama in the play is the relation-
ship between the sisters themselves, 
which feeds into the work’s familial 
theme.  For this production, creat-
ing a believable family was not a dif-
ficult task.  “We ... have somehow, 
completely haphazardly, assembled 
a production team and cast that love 
and support and challenge each oth-
Robin Stype ’12 and Allie Wigley ’10 in Memory of Water. BriAn Henderson
the play, as the title suggests, is 
memory.  The title comes from the 
idea that all water has a memory of 
its own. Mike (Holloway) explains 
that although it is heavily diluted 
throug hout time, the memor y 
of whatever a drop of water has 
touched always remains.  Similarly, 
the memories of the three sisters 
have been somewhat diluted and 
altered as time has passed, and 
there are many stories the sisters 
share in which they remember 
alternate versions.  As each woman 
remembers her mother, this concept 
comes into play — the memories 
they share have been diluted and 
altered within each of them.  Dag-
ger said he feels that, much like the 
play’s interpretation of memory, 
the production itself constantly 
evolves.  “The production ... will 
not be merely a report of the prog-
ress we made by the last rehearsal, 
but rather a living, breathing thing 
that continues to grow deeper and 
richer each night it is performed,” 
he said.
The Memory of Water is stage 
managed by Reid Myers ’10 and 
Becca Kobayashi ’12, and assistant 
stage managed by Sophie Blumberg 
’12 and Raechel Lockhart ’13.  Set 
design is by James Weeks ’11; cos-
tumes by Rose Proctor ’10; lights by 
Rob Fine ’12; and sound by Kelly 
Anderson ’12.  Performances are on 
Oct. 9 and 10 at 8:00 p.m. in the 
Hill Theater.
By MILES PuRINToN
Staff Writer
Paid AdvertisementNew in olin Art Gallery
Baltimore-based artist Karen yasinsky is displaying her current series 
“I Choose Darkness” in the olin Art Gallery until oct. 31. According 
to Director of the olin Art Gallery Dan younger, the series was inspired 
by the Robert Bresson film Au hazard Balthazar, which is an allegory of 
pain and abasement. Integrating ideas from the film, yasinsky’s series is 
an unsettling and profound reflection on women’s interiorized experience 
in negotiating power, choice and relationships. The exhibit combines 
hand-drawn animation, puppet animation and still drawings to explore 
the travails of conflicted young women in a unique way.
                                                                                        — Bob Dorff
Wesley Keyser
er in all the ways that families do,” 
Dagger said. “Getting down all that 
other family stuff — rivalry, envy, 
contempt, pure loathing — that’s 
been the hardest part.”
Another primar y theme of 
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“Peirce Hall is like our student union. 
Everyone gathers there; that’s why no one 
at Kenyon carries a cell phone — you just 
go to Peirce and one of your friends will be 
there.” At least, that’s what one Collegian 
editor was promised as a visiting student. 
So when Peirce Hall was being 
renovated, Kenyon had no student union. 
It still doesn’t. Peirce has been open for 
more than a year, and it shows no signs of 
returning to its former state as the campus’ 
commons.  Students eat there, work in the 
computer labs and sometimes 
nap on the couches, but they 
certainly don’t regard it as their 
student union.  
Kenyon students need a 
community center, a student 
union that has food, comfortable 
seating, work areas and a lively 
atmosphere. The College Book-
store of the 1980s filled that void 
(see “The Legacy of the Kenyon 
Bookstore,” page 1), and we, the 
editors of the Collegian, believe 
students would welcome a return to the 
Bookstore’s former atmosphere. Almost 
every college campus in the nation has 
some sort of student union — a hall people 
pass through on their way to grab a bite 
to eat or go to class or work out. Kenyon 
needs one.  
The focus of the College Bookstore 
should not be profit; rather, as former 
manager Jack Finefrock emphasized and 
embodied in his work, the Bookstore 
should be a place where students feel 
comfortable relaxing with friends, brows-
ing books and magazines and grabbing 
coffee. Walk into the Bookstore today 
and you are bombarded with Kenyon 
golf balls and “Middle Path” gear. The 
Bookstores sells candles next to a sign 
that emphasizes that the use of candles is 
strictly forbidden in dormitories. Clearly, 
its mission has veered from student benefit 
and become profit.   
We do not advocate driving the 
Bookstore to financial ruin. We applaud 
the Bookstore on some recent changes 
— added desk space in the back of the 
store makes a more conducive study en-
vironment, and an ice cream shop makes 
the store more of a destination. But the 
Bookstore needs to go further. In the 
ongoing search for a new Bookstore man-
ager, we urge the administration to choose 
someone who cares not only about apparel 
but also about making students connect 
with the bookstore and its atmosphere. 
We can solve two problems in one go — a 
student union and a unique and adored 
bookstore.
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My mother wrote this story as a way of 
expressing her grief over my sister’s recent rape. 
My hope is that by passing it on, someone will 
realize the ending is not what it should be. We 
live in a microcosm of a society that equates sex 
and violence; the pressure-cooker of freedom and 
youth and naïveté meeting with twisted ideas 
of what constitutes appropriate boundaries in 
relationships gives rise to incidents of tragic 
consequence too often.  This is one mother’s ex-
pression of that. 
My girls and I felt so lucky that 
spring; we’d be at the ranch for sheep-
shearing.  It’s a huge undertaking; lots of 
friends come to help, and there’s always 
the need for more hands.
Fascinated, I watched as the shep-
herds seemingly effortlessly bring groups 
of sheep — maybe 75 at a time — out of 
the scrub (this was Nevada), moving in 
a pack, easily herded together.  They’re 
brought into a large pen, which leads 
into smaller pens, until with poking and 
prodding and nudging along, they enter 
into ever-narrower chutes, kept in place 
by gates closed behind them.  Lined up 
single-file, head to tail, I notice the young 
ones are easy to move along.  They appear 
so frisky, a little confused at the commo-
tion, and overwhelmed at the noise, but 
easily persuaded to follow their friends.  
As the sheep get closer to the truck, 
they resist forward movement. This is 
where the rancher’s friends come in, 
ready to prod them along with sharp 
sticks along their sides so everything keeps 
moving smoothly. With every step closer, 
the sheep push back harder, scared now by 
the strange noises and commotion, but 
having nowhere to turn at this point.  All 
at once it’s their turn and they’re loaded 
roughly (my perspective) into a bay. The 
shearer is ready, grabbing the sheep by 
its legs with one hand, and pinning the 
back legs with his feet to keep it in place 
for its shearing.  The young ones fight the 
hardest, until they realize that the shears 
cut them more when they struggle.  The 
shearers are fast, skilled in their ability to 
overpower and position the sheep to get 
their job done quickly and efficiently, 
without cutting the animals too much.  
Once sheared, the animal is liter-
ally tossed out the side so she won’t run 
the wrong way, sliding down the ramp 
into the finishing pen.  Landing on her 
back, she scrambles quickly to her feet, 
and races to the far side of the pen, back 
amongst her friends.  She’s consented to 
give her wool.
 They huddle together, packing in 
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We Need a 
Student Union
I write to correct a substantial 
and important error in your recent 
article about student involvement in 
local politics. Thomas Hoffmann is 
quoted as saying that the Livestock 
Care Standards Board proposed by 
statewide Issue 2 will help promote 
both local food production and 
animal rights by controlling factory 
farming. This could hardly be farther 
from the truth. Issue 2 was written 
to preempt animal cruelty legislation 
proposed by the Humane Society of 
the United States (HSUS) to be on 
the ballot in 2010. The HSUS initia-
tive would ban the most restrictive 
Innocence Sheared
ANONYMOUS
Guest Columnist
tight, trying to avoid the ranch hand as 
he checks them. Fascinated, I watch as 
he moves among them in jeans darkened 
by lanolin and blood, putting salve on the 
deepest cuts and shooting them all with 
a huge inoculating gun.  “These are just 
antibiotics to treat any infections, and the 
salve helps the deeper cuts to heal quicker.” 
I’m a little shocked at the seeming brutal-
ity of it all, my first witness of this ranch 
culture that he’s spent his lifetime in. 
“Yeah, I know some look pretty beat up, 
but most of ’em heal pretty good.  We’ll 
keep an eye on these deeper cuts to be 
sure nothing gets infected.”  It holds no 
shock for him; it’s a regular occurrence 
every year.
We sent one of our lambs off to 
school this year.  Both excited and ner-
vous, she couldn’t wait for all this season 
of life had to offer.  Surrounded by new 
friends and a beautiful campus, we could 
tell she was thriving and so happy to finally 
be in college. She called me one evening, 
excited to tell me all about the first frat 
party coming up the next weekend.  “A 
whole group of us are going together.  I 
know it’s just going to be a blast.”  She’d 
been eager to know more about the 
sororities, had met so many nice girls … 
She already had an idea where she might 
like to join.
The night came, and she hung out 
with her friends, maybe a little over-
whelmed by the freedom, but safe in her 
group; they’d made plans to walk home 
all together.  You never want to walk back 
alone at night, that much they all knew. 
But things weren’t quite so simple for her, 
as it turned out. Upon leaving with the 
group, she remembered her camera, left 
in the pocket of one guy who hadn’t been 
ready to go yet.  Running back to retrieve 
it, her friends all took off, assured that this 
great guy they all knew would be walking 
her back.  How embarrassing, to find him 
dancing with another, so back downstairs 
she raced, hoping she’d still catch up.  No 
one was there except this one other guy 
she’d met, and of course he’d love to walk 
with her — you never should go on alone. 
Didn’t know him well, but he’d been 
around their group, assuring her they’d 
just meet up with everyone.  She agreed 
to return with him, seduced by assurances 
and the familiarity of his presence, only a 
bit confused.  This should be okay.
In trusting this one, she found her-
self in her own narrow chute, with gates 
that were closing behind her.  Confused 
and resisting, but gently prodded along, 
she was trapped before she even knew 
where she was going.  He was fast and 
efficient, pretty rough when she fought 
him — but strong, skilled at keeping her 
in place, without much noise and not too 
much damage.  
Escaping at last, battered and 
shocked, her tears burned her cheeks 
as she ran.  How could I have let this 
happen?  What have I done?  Her cuts 
are invisible, deep and they’re bleeding. 
Does she know her bruises have ushered 
her into a sorority?
Returned to her friends, she finds 
comfort in numbers; they all understand 
and huddle together. There’s always safety 
in numbers.  Shocked at her story and ap-
palled at her anguish, they find the college 
manual — it’s full of instructions how to 
deal with such an event, so they follow 
along, trusting its wisdom.  Sharing her 
feelings, finding someone trustworthy 
and exposing her wounds, she is treated 
expertly and compassionately, just like 
those sheep.  “She looks pretty good,” her 
nurse tells me; “my young girls heal up the 
quickest, physically.”  She even gets a shot, 
to prevent any infection.
A curious thing happens when the 
sheep are ready to be moved from the 
finishing pen.  Traumatized, but treated, 
they run away from the gate that leads 
back to the field, to freedom — the 
shepherd who oversees them is now a 
scary creature.  So using more force, the 
ranch hand and others whoop and holler 
and badger them out, and the shepherd 
once more takes over.
Then our little lamb, traumatized 
but treated, finds herself in her own 
finishing pen, unable to see a way out. 
The people that looked so safe before 
now badger with questions; her story’s 
got holes, how to assign damages?  She’s 
cornered and angry, overwhelmed by real-
ity and her friends have all been involved. 
Traumatized by her experience, unable to 
cope, she sees her gate to regain power and 
freedom: consent!  I gave my consent! 
And like magic, she’s gone, out the gate 
and free.  No further interrogation or 
reminders of her failure, her powerless-
ness, and back among friends that love 
and believe her.
Too bad the consent torn from her 
was innocence sheared – her dignity 
gone, self-respect in tatters, thrust into the 
sorority of the violated.  A sheep’s wool 
grows back every year; what will grow in 
this girl’s life?  But not to worry, say those 
shepherds in charge of her care.  They see 
this every year – it happens all the time; it’s 
just the college culture, they’re all just so 
very sorry. Most of these girls heal pretty 
good.  We’ll keep an eye on those deeper 
cuts to be sure nothing gets infected.  She 
gave her consent though, you know.
animal confinement practices. The 
constitutional amendment proposed 
in Issue 2 is, tellingly, supported 
by organization of large-scale food 
producers including Ohio Pork 
Producers Council, Ohio Poultry 
Association and Ohio Cattleman’s 
Association. I do not write to tell 
you or your readers what their food 
ethics should be, but so that you may 
know that Issue 2 is emphatically 
not supported by those whose prime 
motivation is to see that animals are 
treated humanely. 
- Yutan Getzler, Assistant Profes-
sor of Chemistry and Biochemistry
Letters to the Editor: Corrections to Voting Article  
the Gambier precinct is unlikely 
to be reversed, even if all departing 
students promptly remove their 
names. 
While the split adds some 
complication, any voter can confirm 
their status by checking the “Am 
I Registered” link on the Knox 
County Board of Election Web 
site. Wherever you are registered 
— in Ohio or elsewhere — please 
vote. Your participation at all levels, 
from local through national office, 
is needed to make our democracy 
strong.      - Joan Slonczewski, 
          Professor of Biolog y
A point needs correction in 
Sarah Friedman’s thoughtful article 
on student voting. Students who 
voted in Gambier last year can vote 
this fall, even if they missed the 
deadline for address change. All reg-
istered voters, including students, 
can vote at the Board of Election, or 
at the Gambier poll on November 
3. They must bring proof of their 
current address, such as Kenyon’s 
utility bill. 
If their current address is not 
yet in the poll book, the ballot will 
be called “provisional” but it will 
count as a full vote. The split of 
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The Problem With Peirce:
milk on certain days of the week 
due to under-ordering , is visibly 
bothered when we ask something 
from it and tells us to fil l  out 
“comment cards,” only to respond 
with condescending messa g es 
such as “Repeat after me: change 
is good. Change is good.”
In the past two weeks, I ’ve 
had some clashes with Manage-
ment that have left me irritated 
and hungry. I’m not a picky eater 
(though I prefer my mom’s cook-
ing above anyone else’s),  but I 
do have tastes that I like to be 
fulfilled every day, and I imagine 
everyone else is the same. One 
of my preferences is milk. I love 
milk, but as fate would have it, I 
am lactose intolerant and I have 
to squeeze my way through the 
masses of people tr ying to get 
coffee in order to pump milk from 
one of the thermoses on the side. I 
don’t really mind this, as long as I 
am successful. 
On Thursday, Sep. 17, I found 
no milk, and instead of asking one 
of the workers like I usually do, 
I  made the mistake of ta lking 
to a member of 
Ma n a g e m e n t . 
After I waited 
15 minutes for 
h e r  t o  c o m e 
back from stor-
ag e sans milk , 
she told me that this has never 
happened before. I disagreed and 
informed her that earlier in the 
year, I had patiently waited a week 
for AVI to purchase Lactaid and 
that yes, I had filled out a com-
ment card — ten, in fact. I also 
named several AVI workers who 
knew that I went every day with-
out milk. She replied that she was 
never informed of any of this and 
promised to personally see to it 
that I have milk every day. She said 
that a new order of milk would 
come in at 8:00 
a . m .  th e  n e xt 
d a y.  A t  9 : 0 0 
a.m., her prom-
ise had already 
been broken.
It would be 
easy to overlook what happened 
that day, but the next day I was 
disappointed ag ain.  I  went to 
dinner and all the options were 
vegetarian. When I asked one of 
the chefs why there was no meat 
to be found, he looked around as 
if he hadn’t even noticed it and 
replied that there was pepperoni 
in the pizza. 
Now, I am all for the vegetar-
ian options and personally love 
veggies, but I could eat an entire 
cow as long as it were cooked me-
dium rare. So when the chef tried 
to explain to me that the reason 
there was no meat was that there 
was only one chef on staff that 
day, I walked away. Rude, I know, 
but he wasn’t going to garner any 
sympathy from me when he had 
about five AVI workers behind 
him waiting for instructions and 
l istening to our conversation. 
The next day I learned from an 
AVI worker that after I left, the 
chef mentioned to the rest of the 
workers that the students would 
just have to deal with the changes 
and that the chefs decide what to 
make, not the students. 
Unfortunately,  AVI work-
ers have taken a large portion 
of the miser y inflicted by AVI 
Management. At the beginning of 
this year, only four full time (40 
hour-a-week) jobs were offered to 
the workers. Everyone who was 
not lucky enough to score one of 
those jobs suffered shift cuts and 
pay cuts. 
S o m e h o w, 
M a n a g e m e n t 
s t i l l  m a n a g e d 
t o  p a y  f o r  a 
graphic design-
er to make food 
signs, chefs from major restaurant 
chains and ceramic plates. I per-
sonally don’t care if a seven-year-
old with crayons writes the signs, 
if our chefs learned how to cook 
with their mothers or if our plates 
are the plastic kind that we had 
at Ernst and Gund. But I do care 
about Manag ement respecting 
its workers. They put in a lot of 
work to have to listen to some-
on e  te l l  th em 
they’re too slow, 
which, accord-
ing to a worker, 
is the main rea-
son that  a  lot 
of workers are 
g e t t i n g  “ b a d” 
r e v i e w s  f r o m 
Ma n a g e m e n t . 
Wo r k e r s  a l s o 
told me they are constantly threat-
ened by Management and are not 
supposed to talk to the students.
My big g est  problem with 
Manag ement isn’t  the way its 
managers and chefs talk to me 
— I can easily go for the next two 
years without talking to them. It’s 
their lack of respect towards their 
workers and towards the people 
they are working for .  I  under-
stand we have new management 
and that they are still adjusting 
to Peirce, but they’re not going 
Student Says Blame Lies with Management
By DANA WARREN
Guest Columnist
I have always had a great re-
lationship with the AVI workers. 
Even now with all the changes in 
Peirce, no matter how frustrat-
ing , I still maintain a little bit of 
faith in AVI simply because of 
the workers. I won’t be naïve and 
pretend that everyone has had the 
same experience as me, but I have 
always seen a clear distinction 
between AVI Management and 
its workers. 
The  worke rs  are  the  ones 
who always greet me with  smiles 
on their faces. They ask me how 
school is or how swimming is go-
ing , what I did over the weekend 
a n d  o v e r  t h e 
s u m m e r .  I t 
would be easy 
to just assume 
t h a t  t h e y  a r e 
just “doing their 
job,” but when 
someone can remember my name, 
the sport I participate in, my ma-
jor and my food preferences for 
the past two years, then I think 
this goes above and beyond “doing 
their job.”  
AVI Management, however, 
chefs included, never ceases to 
disappoint me. Management is 
responsible for depriving us of 
about this the right way. 
We’ve been at school for over 
a month and if you haven’t figured 
out that your order of chocolate 
milk isn’t  enoug h to fe e d the 
whole school for the amount of 
time that it is supposed to, then 
you haven’t made enough adjust-
ments. If you haven’t realized that 
we need orange juice more than 
three times a week, you’re not 
doing it right. If we have to eat 
off of paper plates and drink out 
of paper cups, you’re not doing 
it right.
I’m going to end this exces-
sively long rant with a few re-
quests/reminders: 
Fellow Kenyonites: stop and 
thank the AVI workers when you 
get a chance — they’re the ones 
who sprinkle a little love on that 
only half-dead 
piece of “steak” 
and those over-
cooked veggies 
that you’re eat-
ing out of obli-
gation.
AVI work-
ers :  thank you 
for greeting me 
every morning , 
wishing me good luck on my tests 
and meets and making sure I have 
everything and anything I need.
AVI Management: Kenyon 
students tend to be pretty intelli-
gent – treat us accordingly. Listen 
to what we say and answer without 
talking down to us.  Kenyon is 
renowned for its academics and 
I have yet to meet a student who 
chose the College based on its stel-
lar dining options. you’re here for 
us, not the other way around.
I’m still hungry.
Kenyon is one of the hundreds 
of colleges contributing to the 
world’s rapidly increasing carbon 
footprint. As we go about our daily 
business, most of us are ignorant 
of our effect on the environment. 
you may toss a gum wrapper on 
the ground, thinking to yourself, 
“a piece of paper that small is 
miniscule compared to the entire 
world.” But if every student and 
faculty member at Kenyon threw a 
single gum wrapper on the ground 
each day, there would eventually be 
very noticeable damage.
One of the less visible types of 
damage Kenyon 
s t u d e n t s  c o n -
tribute to is air 
pollution from 
cars.  Most stu-
dents bring cars 
t o  c a mp us  f o r 
convenience. Cars make it easy to 
run to Wal-Mart for a bag of chips, 
a new bottle of shampoo or a Hal-
loween costume. They also make it 
possible to drive home for breaks 
or to earn money by doing “airport 
runs.” In addition, it is always fun 
to drive your friends to Easton 
on a Saturday for some shopping. 
Kenyon students with cars take full 
advantage of the few places they 
can reach from Kenyon. 
There are other areas in which 
driving is very unnecessary. Ken-
yon was designed to be a “walking 
campus.”  Nowhere on campus 
is more than a ten-minute walk. 
This is  why it 
i s  wa stef u l  to 
drive down to 
t h e  K e n y o n 
Athletic  Cen-
ter,  or over to 
the post office. 
I don’t think that the students 
who drive to these places realize 
the toll their laziness takes on the 
environment.
Most cars have internal com-
bustion engines, which means that 
the fuel you put into the car mixes 
with air and is burned as energy to 
make the car run. The car then re-
leases exhaust gases as a byproduct 
of this combustion. These exhaust 
emissions have three very harmful 
I still maintain faith 
in AVI because of  
the workers.
By CATARINA OLIVEIRA
Guest Columnist
compounds. When they are mixed 
with the air, carbon dioxide, which 
is the main component of smog 
and global warming, is created.
There are  many ver y easy 
things that Kenyon students can do 
to limit their personal effect on the 
environment. Instead of driving 
to the KAC, walk. you are going 
to work out, so why not spend ten 
fewer minutes inside the noisy, 
sweaty KAC, and get part of your 
workout from walking down the 
hill? you can also take the shuttle to 
Wal-Mart instead of driving. Even 
though it is somewhat annoying 
to wait for the shuttle and follow 
its schedule, public transportation 
saves a lot of gas (and the shuttle is 
free, so you won’t have to pay for 
gas yourself ).  Another thing you 
can do is walk to Peirce Hall for 
pizza instead of ordering it. The 
delivery guy uses up precious fuel 
in the dozens of pizza deliveries he 
makes to Kenyon daily. Finally, car-
pool with people for breaks. Take 
the Kenyon Coach or Kokoshuttle 
to the airport instead of finding a 
friend to drive. If you are driving 
home, carpool with people who 
live nearby.
Kenyon is doing its part in be-
ing more fuel-efficient. Half of the 
Campus Safety SUVs were replaced 
with electric golf carts. Electric 
motors don’t go through the com-
bustion process and therefore do 
not produce the same harmful 
byproducts. Kenyon also processes 
the biodiesel that is used by the 
electric golf carts. Finally, Kenyon 
encourages its employees to live 
near campus by offering them 
mortgage incentives. This cuts 
down on the fuel that would oth-
erwise be used when the employees 
commute to work everyday.
Most of  us are igno-
rant of  our effect on 
the environment.
Hitting the Brakes on Pollution
Restoring Our Walking Campus and the Environment
I do care about [AVI] 
Management respect-
ing its workers.
AVI Management: 
Kenyon students 
tend to be pretty in-
telligent — treat us 
accordingly.
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Never Giving up on Peace
Want to write for  
the Collegian?
Email features.collegian@gmail.com
By Luis RodRíGuEz-RiNcóN 
Staff Writer
Roy Bourgeois has l ived a 
remarkable  l i fe .  He foug ht in 
the Vietnam War but joined the 
Mary-knoll Missionary order af-
ter returning to the united states. 
After his ordination, Bourgeois 
lived and worked in Bolivia for 
five years and then in El salvador. 
in both places, he worked for the 
poor and the oppressed. What 
he saw in those countries made 
him an outspoken critic of u.s. 
foreign policy in Latin America. 
He founded the school of the 
Americas Watch (soA Watch) 
in 1990 to protest the soA, later 
renamed the Western Hemisphere 
institute for security cooperation 
(WHiNsEc), a famous military 
community and academy in Fort 
Benning , GA, where, according 
to Bourgeois, some of the worst 
dictators and torturers of Latin 
America are trained using u.s. 
taxpayer money. Every year, Bour-
geois’ organization holds a rally 
outside the gates of Fort Benning 
to demand its closure. The Kenyon 
Collegian interviewed him after he 
spoke at Kenyon on sep. 30. 
The Kenyon Collegian: Tell 
me  ab out  your  exp erienc e  in 
Vietnam.
Roy Bourgeois:  i was ver y 
patriotic, very conservative in my 
politics back then. i was support-
ive of the war when our leaders 
said we had to go there to stop the 
spread of communism. i believed 
the lie, which i didn’t see at the 
time. They use the same language 
today that they used back then to 
justify the invasion of iraq. They 
said our cause was noble, that we 
were going to be the liberators. 
We’re always on the side of good. 
TKC: you saw the military as 
a way of doing that?
RB: it was my ticket to the 
world. ... i got to see Europe. ... 
it was that experience that led me 
to the conclusion that we are not 
meant for war. There’s so much 
suffering involved. Most of the 
casualties are not the soldiers ; 
they’re the civilians. There was 
an orphanage near our base that 
i would go try and help out with. 
i met an old missionar y there, 
and he was really the first priest 
that i ever got to know. He stood 
out in the midst of the madness. 
He was a healer. He was a peace-
maker. Losing friends ... and [be-
ing ] wounded in Vietnam, i just 
started to look at my faith more 
seriously. 
TKC: What did you do after 
the war?
RB: i realized that i couldn’t 
stay in the military, so i started 
looking at professions where i 
could find some meaning , some 
hope once again. i thought of do-
ing what that old missionary was 
doing , trying to be a peacemaker, 
a healer in the world. i talked to 
an army chaplain, and he led me to 
the Maryknoll order. it’s a catho-
lic-based group working in 25 
countries around the world.  it was 
like beginning a new chapter in 
my life. i was ordained a catholic 
priest and then went off to Bolivia 
to serve the poor. 
TKC: What was your experi-
ence in Bolivia?
RB: i wanted to be a peace-
maker. ... i struggled in spanish. 
i started learning when i was 32 
years old. ... The poor introduced 
me to their struggle, their lives 
and my country’s foreign policy. 
... i wasn’t trying to convert any-
one; that wasn’t why i was there. 
so, i found this little room in the 
middle of [a poor] barrio ,  and 
that became home for the next 
five years. ... i was baffled by how 
people who had so little could still 
have so much joy in their life. ... 
The repression intensified under 
[dictator and President of Hondu-
ras] Hugo Banzer in my fifth year 
there. Jails filled up with college 
students, tin miners, human rights 
leaders, labor leaders, and that 
started getting me in trouble. i was 
plugged into the university group. 
. . .  We started visiting political 
prisoners. We went to Washington 
with our findings because as a 
catholic priest i was able to get ... 
a pass and visit political prisoners. 
We were able to document some 
cases of torture. ... We were sup-
porting a military regime that was 
big-time involved in torture and 
untold oppression. ... shortly after 
i returned to Bolivia from Wash-
ington, i was arrested and forced 
out of the country. They knew i 
had been in Washington.
TKC: What did you do once 
you got back to the u.s. from 
Latin America?
R B :  My work wa s  mostly 
g iving le ctures  at  universities 
and peace groups, but then ... [i] 
started protesting the training of 
salvadorian soldiers at Fort Ben-
ning , which led to prison for a 
year and a half. ... But i must say, 
we couldn’t stop the military aid 
to El salvador. When six Jesuits 
and their two women co-workers 
were killed in El salvador on Nov. 
16, 1989, that’s when a congres-
sional task force was sent down to 
investigate and made a connection 
to the school of the Americas 
(soA), saying that the majority 
of those involved in the massacre 
Father Roy Bourgeois Luis RodRíguez-Rincón 
were trained at this school. . . . 
What we found was a very serious 
issue. it was ... connected, all paid 
for by our taxes, to untold suffer-
ing and death in Latin America. 
This school was the symbol of 
our country’s foreign policy. The 
movement started with ten, and 
this last November we had over 
15,000 protesters. This military 
school, renamed WHiNsEc, it’s 
still about men with guns. This 
school has become a door into 
Latin America .  For many,  it ’s 
an introduction to u.s. foreign 
polic y and an introduction to 
activism. 
TKC: you have been excom-
municate d from the cathol ic 
church. Why?
RB: i had been speaking out 
against injustice in Latin America, 
then all of a sudden i discovered 
an injustice in my church: the 
exclusion of women [from] the 
priesthood. ... i had to break my 
Excommunicated Priest Addresses Social Injustice
silence. i became very public.
TKC: How public?
RB: Well, the first time ... i had 
an invitation to speak on Vatican 
Radio for 15 minutes about u.s. 
foreign policy and Latin America. 
At the end of the interview i had 
three minutes to go, and it was 
live, three different languages ... 
and right across from the Pope’s 
residence. i just said that i wanted 
to talk just briefly about an injus-
tice closer to home in our church, 
that there will never be justice in 
the catholic church until women 
can be ordained ... until there is 
gender equality in our church. i 
had a few more things to say, but 
i got cut off.  But it was too late, i 
got it out. ... i kept addressing the 
issue because i see this injustice 
so clearly. it’s all rooted in the sin 
of sexism and discrimination. Any 
form of discrimination, no matter 
how hard we try to defend it, in 
the end it’s always wrong.
A Walk in the Woods
on Thursday, oct. 1, the Brown Family Environmental 
center hosted its first Fall Tree Tour. Professor of Biology and 
co-director of the BFEc siobhan Fennessy guided the tour, 
which she described as an effort to bring BFEc programs to the 
main campus as well as increase “environmental literacy.”  
The walk began at the sunset Point trailhead and explored 
the surrounding forest, stopping to examine specific trees. After 
a somewhat bumpy start due to construction that obstructed the 
beginning of the trail, the group was able to enter the woods. 
While the trees were not quite at peak fall colors, there was 
certainly plenty of nature to enjoy and explore. 
Fennessy explained that the woods at Kenyon are one 
remaining piece of what was once a vast and expansive forest. 
The two main types of trees in the woods, which are filled with 
various species, are oak and maple, one of which is the sugar 
maple, whose sap is used for syrup in the winter, and  one of 
which is the pawpaw, which grows fruit that Fennessy described 
as a “temperate papaya.” 
  -David Williams
Athene cook
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Gambier 
Grillin’
Mississippi Georgia North Carolina I forgot.
1969
Alabama & Arkansas
12 15
French
Alaska
12
1964
Total Correct One and a half Zero Zero One
1973 19671968
Michigan & Ohio State I don’t know. No idea.
10 12
Italian Chinese Latin Swedish
In what year did Bob 
Dylan play Rosse Hall?
The ‘Forget-Me-Not’ 
is the official flower of 
what U.S. state?
How many sides does a 
dodecagon have?
The word Velcro comes from  
a combination of two words 
from what language?
The Iron Bowl is played 
between what two 
college football teams?
Auburn U. &  U. 
of Alabama
Eugene Dwyer
Professor of Art History
Martine Kei Green
American Studies Instructor
Sophie Bauer ’10 Adam Szczespanski ’10
Vs
Students Fac/Staff
Totals so far:
Students: 19.5
Faculty: 21
Writing Wrongs: Journaling as Therapy
By MArA POTTerSMITh
Managing Editor
By Ben Plotnick
Dr. Sheppard Kominars ’53 
has written poetr y,  f ive plays 
and four novels, but his current 
project has nothing to do with 
professional writing. Instead, he 
seeks to promote the importance 
and health benefits of keeping a 
journal through both his 2007 
book Write for Life: Healing Body, 
Mind and Spirit Through Journal 
Writing and his new program for 
college students, Journal to Win, 
created with his colleag ue Dr. 
Kim hiatt. he came to campus 
last week to promote the program 
among Kenyon students during 
Common hour on Thursday, Oct. 
1, and to sign copies of Write for 
Life in the Peirce hall atrium on 
Friday, Oct. 2. 
The Kenyon Collegian: Can 
you explain this program?
Sheppard Kominars: This 
program is a sequence of prompts 
to get people to begin connect-
ing with themselves. you know, 
there’s a tremendous amount of 
talking that goes on, but not an 
awful lot of listening. This is an 
opportunity to begin listening 
to yourself and to get connected 
with your own intuition. Because 
... this age group is fascinated with 
using Facebook, Twitter — you 
name it — any electronic thing , 
we decided [to] move the program 
directly onto the computer or the 
iPhone or the iPod. 
We identified these two criti-
cal areas we’d already been working 
on, one having to do with the use 
of alcohol and other substances 
and the other having to do with 
weight and obesity. These are the 
two major problems in the United 
States that are causing horrendous 
budgetary issues with regard to 
prevention and health. And that’s 
one of the reasons why the way for 
introducing a prevention program 
— it doesn’t cost money. you’re 
doing this yourself and you’re ac-
cessing your own material. This 
is about privacy. you write your 
entry, and you’ll see how it works 
on the machine, and you get to the 
different modules, things like par-
tying, family origins or the media, 
and there are questions relevant 
to that. And the idea is, let’s start 
writing about something that is go-
ing to make a difference to me. 
TKC: What exactly led you to 
create the program?
SK: Well, I’ve been journaling 
since 1955, shortly after I got out 
of Kenyon. ... I got a job — I was 
a copy boy at Time Inc.; I had my 
own apartment and everything , 
and I came down with a tracheal 
infection. I had to go back home to 
live with my parents, started getting 
migraine headaches, and they were 
so bad they took out most of the 
month. My brother’s best friend 
was a psychiatrist. I started seeing 
him and he said, “I want you to 
start journaling.” ... I saw concrete 
results. When I saw, just in my 
own life, being able to handle the 
stress of years of jobs, health, mar-
riage, divorce and children, you 
name it — it made a difference. 
... In 2000, I was diagnosed with 
cancer, and I went through both 
chemotherapy and radiation. And 
in the course of these horrendous 
episodes, I kept journaling all the 
time. I wanted to help others to 
understand how valuable journ-
aling could be in recovery from 
anything. 
TKC :  When you were at 
Kenyon, what were some of the 
major lessons you learned that 
you have carried with you?
SK: Well, I was in the Ken-
yon Players, and I created a dread-
ful circumstance onstage when we 
were doing King Lear and I didn’t 
show up for one of my scenes 
because I went to the bathroom. 
I said, you know, please tell me 
when my scene comes up, and 
I was down in the bathroom. I 
remember that so vividly.
What I learned — I learned 
some marvelous things at Ken-
yon: that there are lots of people 
who are brilliant and enthusiastic 
and if you can find them, you can 
work together with them to get 
more accomplished. I learned 
that whatever your wish is, it’s not 
enough to have a wish; you have 
to put the energy and the effort 
behind it — the late-night term 
papers, etc., are actually worth it. 
... It takes work. And work and ef-
fort are part of the joy of life. It’s 
exciting to be alive when you’re 
at a place that appreciates how 
exciting it is, and Kenyon always 
did that. There’s a kind of alive-
MArA PotterSMithDr. Sheppard Kominars ’53
ness here. In fact, I am certain that 
I wouldn’t have written the books 
that I’ve written if it hadn’t been 
for Kenyon and coming to realize 
the value of good, hard work and 
thinking creatively. 
TKC: Did you learn anything 
at Kenyon that turned out to be 
false later on in your life?
SK: When I was here, we had 
lectures where people came from 
all over the world. Dylan Thomas 
and robert Frost came. And so 
robert Frost — I remember writ-
ing a poem about this, and I was 
really so irritated about the fact 
that he was, by the time he came 
to Kenyon, a bit doddering, and I 
wrote a poem about the fact that 
I would rather remember you as 
a man whose poems spring from 
birches, rather than this grand 
old man whose voice trembled 
and who walked with a tremble. 
... I mean, here I am myself, an old 
man. Not to judge myself — we 
learn to be really critical ; lots 
of our work together in classes 
and seminars had to do with be-
ing critical. So learning to get 
over it, to be less critical, was a 
breakthrough because it ... has to 
do with accepting yourselves, ac-
cepting myself. And that’s the key. 
And I don’t know that I learned 
that at Kenyon. I  appreciated 
myself, [but] I don’t know that I 
accepted myself. It took the years 
in between to make a difference, 
and that’s sort of the poem I wrote 
about robert Frost, accepting 
the old man as he is. The thing I 
remember about Dylan Thomas is 
that he swilled gin.
Alumnus Promotes ‘Journal to Win’ Program to Battle Substance Abuse, Obesity
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     Holding signs with slogans such as “I Know What Girls Like,” “You Know You Saw This Coming, 
Mom” and “Straight But Not Narrow,” a crowd of students and faculty members marched down Middle 
Path on Oct. 2 to celebrate the beginning of Queer History Month.  Holding a giant rainbow flag 
symbolizing gay pride, Co-Manager of Unity House Jamal Jordan ’12 led a group of approximately 40 
people from Old Kenyon to the Bexley Apartments while onlookers cheered and honked. 
     “I’m marching as a way to show my support for students,” said Director of Planned Giving Kyle 
Henderson ’80. “Not that they need it,” he said, referring to the turnout. “They seem to be doing pretty 
well.”
     Queer History Month (also known as LGBT History Month, which stands for lesbian, gay, bisexual and 
transgender) was first celebrated in 1994 to coincide with National Coming Out Day on Oct. 11. 
     Gay pride events will be held on campus throughout October.   
                     
—Richard Wylde 
Celebrating Queer History
Harcourt Parish Auctions Celebrity Coat
It began five years ago with a 
6:30 a.m. phone call. Actress Jamie 
Lee Curtis, whose daughter Annie 
Guest graduated 
from Kenyon last 
y e a r,  w a s  h o p -
ing to get a latte 
b efore  catching 
an early morning 
flight back to Los 
Ang eles ,  so  the 
Office of Admis-
sions made a call 
to Joel  Gunder-
son,  owner  and 
operator of Mid-
dleGround,  and 
aske d him if  he 
w o u l d  o p en  up 
shop.
“ M y  s o n -
in-law,  he g ot a 
call from the Ad-
missions  Office 
saying , ‘It’s 6:30 
in the morning , 
would you mind 
c o m i n g  i n  a n d 
fixing a latte for 
Jam ie  L e e  Cur-
tis, who is about 
to catch a flight 
home?’” said Donna Lewis, chair 
of the Harcourt Parish rummage 
sale, which was held this year on 
Friday, Sep. 11, in the Gambier 
Communit y Center.  “She was 
forever grateful and very gracious 
about it because he had to open up 
that early, and they became good 
buddies over the four years that 
she was here. She used to say his 
lattes were better than anything 
she could get in L.A.” 
 Lewis realized that her son-
in-law’s friendship with the actress 
presented an excellent opportuni-
ty to help the Parish. When Curtis 
was at Kenyon last May for a con-
cert, Lewis asked her son-in-law 
to see if Curtis 
would donate 
an item for the 
Parish’s annual 
rummage sale. 
“She said, 
‘ I  can’t  th in k 
o f  a n y t h i n g 
right now, but 
I’ll give it some 
t h o u g h t  a n d 
c o m e  b a c k ,’ ” 
Lewis said. “But 
then she came 
b ac k  [ ins ide] 
about ten min-
utes later and 
said, ‘Here, I’ve 
g ot  this  coat . 
And I won’t be 
n e e d ing  i t  in 
L.A.’” 
The purple 
quilted Burb -
e r r y ,  w h i c h 
Curtis calls her 
“Kenyon Mom 
Coat,” typically 
sells for around 
$395, according to Lewis, who 
also noted there is no size inside 
the coat but estimates that it is a 
Dear Village Counsel, 
First of all, I am so glad that this is a new column in the newspaper! In my 
time here at Kenyon thus far, I managed to have the worst weekend of my life 
last Friday.  I had too much to drink and ended up hooking up with this really 
gross/dirty guy.  I’m mostly upset that I went farther than I wanted to with him. 
I knew I didn’t want to hook up with him in the first place, and I’m upset at 
myself that I did this.  What do I do to make myself feel better? 
Thanks so much,     
That Girl 
Dear That Girl,  
Unfortunately, it seems that here at Kenyon this sort of mistake is a common 
one. The only way to turn this extreme negative into a positive is to learn from 
it. First of all, you clearly overstepped your limit on the alcohol intake. Maybe 
hold off on partying until you think you can go out without feeling like you 
need to get drunk and/or hook up to have fun and count the night as a success. 
Some of my best nights at Kenyon have been spent driving around back roads 
of Gambier with my friends or staying in, gossiping, watching movies and eat-
ing ice cream. The parties will always be there when you are ready to jump back 
into that scene; there is no rush. When that time does come, try a sober night 
out, and when you are ready, slowly phase the drinking back into your social 
life. Never allow yourself to get as drunk as you did that night by keeping a tally 
of the total number of drinks you have consumed and making sure the number 
stays at least three drinks short of the amount you consumed that night. And 
finally, remember that we all make mistakes and give yourself a break. College 
is the time to live and learn. 
Thanks for your questions, and keep ’em coming.  
Much love,  
Village Counsel 
To submit a question to Village Counsel, visit www.kenyoncollegian.com and 
click “Village Counsel” in the left sidebar. All questions are submitted anonymously; 
all topics are fair game.
medium. Ever since she donated 
the coat last spring , the Parish has 
been debating how to best use it 
to raise money. 
Lewis and her fellow commit-
tee members eventually decided 
to target parents and raffle off 
the coat for $5 
per ticket during 
Fa m i l y  We e k-
end. 
“We thought 
i t  w o u l d  b e  a 
good way to get 
both parents and 
students involved and interest-
ed,” Lewis said. “We’re going to 
walk around town with sandwich 
boards and sell tickets $5 apiece 
or three for $10.” 
  Curtis wrote a letter explain-
ing the story behind the coat and 
the decision to give it to Kenyon, 
which is framed and includes a 
photo of her wearing the coat. The 
framed letter will be provided, 
along with the coat, to the raffle 
winner. 
    “It’s a very cute story,” Lewis 
said. “She wanted [her daughter] 
Annie to come to a school where 
the colors looked good on her.” 
According to the letter, the coat 
was purchased at Saks Fifth Av-
enue. 
The rummag e sale made a 
record $7,900 this year, which 
will only increase this year due to 
the raffle. Last year, most of the 
proceeds from the rummage sale 
went to Habitat for Humanity 
and Interchurch Social Services in 
Knox county, which is an organi-
zation of churches that helps the 
poor and runs thrift shops, among 
other services. 
A portion also 
w e n t  t o  a n 
orphana g e  in 
Africa and to 
Cure America, 
a n  o r g a n i z a -
tion that raises 
money for military veterans and 
their families and for cures for 
cancer and other diseases.  
“Students,  particularly se-
niors, leave stuff behind like you 
wouldn’t  bel ie ve,”  Lewis  sa id. 
“ This year we even collected a 
little futon. So the things they 
leave behind are collected by vari-
ous members of the community 
and the parish, stored in a truck 
over the summer months, and then 
we bring it in front of the Gambier 
Commun it y  Center  down on 
Meadow Lane.”
 They then sort the items 
and sell them back to students 
and community members. “[The 
rummage sale] is Kenyon students, 
and the community and parish, 
keeping things from going to the 
landfill,” Lewis said. “And every-
one benefits.”  
BY SUSANNAH GrEEN
Staff Writer
“[Curtis] said, ‘Here, I’ve 
got this coat. And I won’t 
be needing it in L.A.’”
 -Donna Lewis
SuSannah greenLewis shows off Curtis’ “Kenyon Mom Coat.”
richard wylde
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Cross Country Competes at 
All-Ohio Championship
By nATe OldACh
Staff Writer
led by All-Ohio honorees 
Matt davis ’12, who finished sev-
enth overall, and lauren Metzger 
’11, who finished 18th, the lords 
and ladies each took home a re-
spectable 12th place finish out of 
a field of 20 teams at the All-Ohio 
Championship on Friday, Oct. 
2. having graduated seven male 
runners and three female runners, 
Coach duane Gomez sa id he 
considers this year a “rebuilding 
year.” 
“ T h e  s e -
n i o r s  a r e  tr u e 
leaders for this 
team; all of them 
are coming along 
wel l  and help -
ing the [first years] to adjust to 
college cross country,” he said. 
“This team is full of good, hard 
workers who make it easy and fun 
to coach.”
 It may be a rebuilding year, 
but Gomez has high expectations 
for  b oth individua ls  and the 
whole team. “Though we didn’t 
place as high as we did last year, 
this meet highlights individual 
performances and pushes them 
into the national spotlight.” On 
the me et  i tse lf ,  he  sa id ,  “the 
course was really muddy, but both 
[davis] and [Metzger] just paced 
themselves and passed people as 
they went along. Both showed 
that they belong in the discussion 
for the top runners in the nCAC. 
As far as the team standing , we 
just lost it mentally in the mud, so 
we finished in the middle of the 
pack instead of on top.” 
Though davis and Metzger 
were the only two runners who 
finished with All-Ohio honors, 
they were not the only runners 
with impressive showings. For the 
lords, Pat Meyers ’12 and Rob 
Carpenter ’10  ran good races, 
finishing 61st and 68th, respec-
tively, out of a field of 269 com-
petitors. For the ladies, Gaither 
Smith ’11 and nina Castelli ’12 
finished 32nd and 58th places, 
respectively.  
“ We have some of the top 
runners in the country in this con-
ference, but we continue to chal-
lenge them and get better because 
of the competition,” Gomez said. 
“The girls have been without one 
o f  t h e i r  t o p 
runners, Mor-
gan O’Connor 
’12, because of 
back pain, but 
we should be 
healthy for the 
second half of the season.” 
Gomez said that as the team 
moves forward, he sees the possi-
bility of individuals representing 
Kenyon at nationals. “Both [da-
vis] and [Meyers] have the ability 
to be at the top of the conference, 
if not nationally. like I said, this 
year is a rebuilding year so as a 
team we may not make it, but I 
think that the steps we’ve taken 
are good signs for the future.”  
The next test for the lords 
and ladies is two weeks away at 
the All-Quad regional hosted by 
Oberlin College. When asked 
about the team’s preparation for 
the event, Gomez said: “We’ll just 
train hard for the event and we’ll 
run so fast we can fly,” referring to 
a motto on the back of the official 
Cross Country sweatshirt. Will 
the ladies win a second consecu-
tive nCAC crown?  Will it be an 
individual championship?  Or 
will it be a sign of big things to 
come for the Kenyon cross coun-
try program? 
Miguel Barrera ’11 prepares to strike. Ville laMpi
Men’s Soccer Beats Wabash
By nATe OldACh
Staff Writer
The lords’ play over the course 
of the first half of the soccer season 
has been nothing but inspiring. head 
Coach Chris Brown attributes the 
team’s 8-2 to the leadership of the 
team’s upperclassmen. “We have a 
strong junior and senior group who 
have put in the effort to succeed 
and are being rewarded for it,” he 
said. “When I came [to Kenyon] in 
2005, we had nice kids who weren’t 
as talented as this group.  This group 
is committed year-round to working 
hard.  I don’t even need to push them 
that hard anymore; they do it them-
selves.”  That work ethic was tested 
in Saturday’s matchup against north 
Coast Athletic Conference (nCAC) 
foe Wabash College.  
Coming into the match, the 
lords were 1-0 in the nCAC. The 
lords began the match with intensity 
as Keith dangarembwa ’12 scored 
his first goal of the season on a bril-
liant dash up the pitch to put the 
lords up 1-0. The lords continued 
their all-out assault on outmatched 
Wabash when, just 17 minutes later, 
Alec Knauss ’10 punched one by the 
goaltender. With a solid 2-0 lead, the 
lords played outstanding defense, 
countering every little Giant attack. 
The one shot that did find its way 
toward the goal was easily brushed 
aside by goaltender Jared Kunze 
’12. Going into halftime, the lords 
looked all but unstoppable, but they 
did not take their lead for granted, 
as they again went for the jugular 
right out of the gate.  Within the 
first ten minutes of the second half, 
the lords had doubled their lead 
with spectacular goals from david 
Gold ’10 and Jeremiah Jemison ’13. 
When the dust had settled, the lords 
proved that they are one of the top 
programs in the nCAC. “I was happy 
with their play,” Brown said. “We 
showed the maturity we have.  I think 
we’ve found a good balance as a team 
between having fun as a student and 
putting in the work to win.”  
When asked about the quality 
of goalkeeping this year and the effect 
it has had on the overall result, Brown 
said: “[Kunze] is a great example of 
what the guys do.  he works hard and 
he’s pretty focused on what it takes 
to win. like the rest of the team, 
there are areas to improve, especially 
his distribution and his communica-
tion, but he’s making strides and it’s 
showing.  he has a good demeanor 
for a goaltender and plays every game 
one play at a time. This team has the 
most potential talent, but we need to 
be more consistent in showing that 
potential.”   
next, the lords face division 
III powerhouse Ohio Wesleyan 
University, a team that is currently 
ranked third nationally in division 
III soccer. “We’ll see on Wednesday 
where we stack up,” Brown said. “This 
is a game we can win, but we have to 
play well and execute. If we play up 
to our potential and keep our egos in 
check, then we can win.” 
When asked what he expects 
out of the Ohio Wesleyan national 
powerhouse, Brown said: “If we 
start slow we could find ourselves in 
some problems, as Wesleyan tries to 
win the game in the first 15 minutes. 
... If we can adapt to the conditions 
and stick with them then I think we 
can win.” 
Celebrating the nCAC’s 25th Season of Competition
By JAMeS ASIMeS
Sports Columnist
  In the north Coast Athletic Con-
ference’s 25th season of competition, it 
is fitting to look back at the athletic pro-
grams of the ten schools currently in the 
conference. The nCAC was founded 
with a focus on gender equality, but 
because it now includes all-male Wabash 
College, this column will compare only 
men’s sports in the conference. 
 The nCAC was founded with 
only seven members in 1983. Since then, 
four schools have joined and one has 
pulled out. Founding members included 
Kenyon College, Wabash, the College 
of Wooster, denison University, Ohio 
Wesleyan University, Allegheny College 
and Case Western Reserve University, 
which left the nCAC for the University 
Athletic Association in 1999. earlham 
College and Wittenberg University 
first competed in the nCAC during the 
1989-1990 academic year, and hiram 
College and Wabash College joined 
the conference during the 1999-2000 
academic year, replacing Case Western 
and bringing the number of schools in 
the nCAC to its current ten. 
     Kenyon has dominated the 
conference swimming championships, 
winning 23 of a possible 25 men’s 
championships. The lords’ tennis 
program has earned a dozen conference 
championships. With a handful of soccer 
and cross-country conference titles and 
several titles in football and lacrosse, Ken-
yon has taken home a total of 47 outright 
or co-conference championships, giving 
the lords an average of just under two 
men’s conference championships per 
academic year, second-highest among 
nCAC schools.
 The cream of the crop in men’s ath-
letic programs hails from Ohio Wesleyan 
University. The OWU soccer, lacrosse 
and golf programs have been the best in 
the history of the conference, with soc-
cer bringing home 17 conference titles, 
lacrosse 15 and golf 14. OWU has also 
won ten baseball conference champion-
ships. Rounding out the conference 
championships from OWU have been 
a handful of track and field, basketball 
and football championships, giving the 
Battling Bishops 67 nCAC titles. 
The athletic programs from Al-
legheny, denison and Wooster have all 
performed well in the nCAC, averag-
ing more than one and a half confer-
ence titles per academic year since the 
nCAC’s establishment. The Gators of 
Allegheny have taken home at least a 
share of 42 nCAC conference champi-
onships, including nine titles in football 
and golf and eight championships each 
in cross-country and track and field. The 
Big Red of denison University have 
brought back 39 nCAC champion-
ships to Granville, including 12 tennis 
titles and 11 lacrosse titles. The Big Red 
and the Battling Bishops have also won 
conference titles in seven different men’s 
sports, tying them for second among 
nCAC schools. 
 One of the most well-rounded 
athletic programs is at the College 
of Wooster. The Fighting Scots have 
won conference titles in seven differ-
ent sports for a total of 37 conference 
championships, highlighted by an even 
dozen conference titles in baseball and 
basketball. Of the founding members 
of the nCAC, only Oberlin College 
has not experienced the athletic success 
shared by other charter nCAC schools; 
the yeomen have failed to bring a confer-
ence championship back  since joining 
the nCAC in 1984. 
Wittenberg University has shown 
promise in keeping pace with the bulk 
of the founding nCAC members, 
winning 24 conference championships 
in its 19 academic years competing in 
the nCAC, for an overall average just 
below the founding members, exclud-
ing Oberlin. The Tigers have won ten 
basketball championships and eight 
football championships. 
Though it joined the nCAC at the 
same time as Wittenberg, earlham has 
not experienced the same amount of suc-
cess, earning just two men’s cross-country 
titles in 19 years. The earlham College 
Quakers have given the 25th season of 
competition in the conference a sour 
taste by announcing they will be leaving 
the nCAC for the heartland Collegiate 
Athletic Conference next season. 
Wabash and hiram, both celebrat-
ing their tenth year in the nCAC, have 
proven to be very different schools ath-
letically. The little Giants have recently 
established a strong football program, 
winning five nCAC football champion-
ships in their first nine seasons in the con-
ference. The Terriers, however, have so far 
followed Oberlin’s  record and have failed 
to win a conference championship. 
 Although one or two schools may 
dominate a single sport within the con-
ference, there is a general balance among 
the overall athletic programs in men’s 
sports. The balance of the nCAC is also 
displayed on the national scale; for ex-
ample, the Kenyon lords swim team has 
taken home the national championship 
in each season since joining the nCAC. 
The Fighting Scots have a strong baseball 
program on the national scale, and deni-
son had a very strong football tradition in 
its early seasons in the conference. 
Statistics from northcoast.org.
It may be a rebuilding 
year, but Gomez has 
high expectations.
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Football
Saturday, Oct. 10, at 1:00 PM
Kenyon hosts Ohio Wesleyan
 
Men’s Soccer
Saturday, Oct. 10, at 3:00 PM
Kenyon hosts Hiram College
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Greenberg Claims Midwest Regional Title
By MaRK MOTHERal
Sports Editor
after missing the Intercol-
legiate Tennis association’s (ITa) 
Central Regional from Sep. 25 
to Sep. 28, Mike Greenberg ’10 
and Will VandenBerg ’10 (“the 
’Bergs”) were granted permission 
to compete in both the singles and 
doubles portions of last weekend’s 
Midwest Regional. VandenBerg 
posted stellar results, and Green-
berg, no stranger to success, walked 
away as the tournament champion 
in singles. Greenberg could not 
compete in the Central Regional 
for religious reasons, and Van-
denBerg chose to forego the event 
because he would be unable to play 
doubles without Greenberg.
In the singles competition, 
both Greenberg , the number-one 
seed, and VandenBerg , the num-
ber-nine seed, made their ways 
into the quarterfinals, but their 
roads up to that point were quite 
different. after receiving a first-
round bye, Greenberg dropped 
just three games in three matches 
prior to the quarterfinals. Vanden-
Berg , on the other hand, battled 
from a set down against University 
of Wisconsin-Eau Claire’s Kevin 
Fawcett in the third round, win-
ning 2-6, 6-2, 10-4, in a super 
tie-breaker, then upset the second-
seeded Juan Carlos Perez of Grin-
nell College in routine fashion, 
6-2, 6-3, to make the quarterfinal 
stage. When asked about how he 
was able to eliminate the number-
two seed in such a convincing 
manner, VandenBerg said: “I was 
really excited and focused to play 
the number-two seed and I was 
able to come out and execute my 
game plan flawlessly. The ability 
to keep my energ y up for a highly 
contested match was key to me 
persevering.” 
In the quarterfinals, however, 
VandenBerg met his match against 
Carleton College’s Ben Guzik, to 
whom he lost 6-2, 7-5. Meanwhile, 
Greenberg faced stiff competition 
from the quarterfinals onward. In 
the quarterfinals, Greenberg was 
up 6-4, 3-2 when his opponent, 
Carleton’s Peter Dunn, retired due 
to cramps he had sustained from a 
long match earlier in the day. In the 
semifinals, Greenberg was pushed 
to the brink of defeat against the 
fourth-seeded Sammy Ramoni of 
Carthage College, but prevailed 
7-6, 4-6, 6-2. Greenberg faced a 
similar challenge in the final versus 
Guzik, but found the will to win 
yet again, this time 7-5, 1-6, 6-3, to 
capture the singles championship. 
“I had a lot of ups and downs after 
the first few rounds, but fortu-
nately I found my rhythm when it 
mattered most,” Greenberg said. 
“I was very close to losing some of 
these matches.”
Head Coach Scott Thielke 
thought highly of “the ’Bergs’” per-
formances. “Mike winning the title 
was a lmost  as 
great of an ac-
complishment 
as winning the 
National Title 
in 2008,” Thiel-
ke said. “He had 
to rely on his fight and his ability 
to compete under pressure. Will 
had to work hard to beat Grinnell’s 
number-one player. Will can com-
pete with the very best players in 
the country.”
In doubles, Greenberg and 
VandenBerg made it to the semi-
final round before they lost to 
eventual tournament champions 
Scott Sundstrom and Ustab Rijal 
of luther College. “I thought Will 
and I had a great chance to win the 
tournament, and we are both very 
disappointed we weren’t able to 
take it,” Greenberg said. “We will 
continue to build on the chemistry 
we found last year to make for an 
ever-better team this go-around. 
The fatigue from my singles play 
didn’t allow us to play the style 
of  doub les  we 
wanted to, and 
w e  s t r u g g l e d 
t o  a d j u s t  i n 
t h e  s e m i f i n a l 
round.”
W i t h  h i s 
singles championship, Greenberg 
qualified for the singles competi-
tion at the Small College National 
Championships. The eight-man 
draw will take place in Mobile, 
ala ., beginning next Thursday, 
Oct. 15. 
Photo Courtesy of Mike Greenberg.
Football Suffers Defeat 
By MaRK MOTHERal
Sports Editor
On Kenyon’s Homecoming 
Weekend, the lords football team 
hosted the Carnegie Mellon Uni-
versity Tartans. as expected, the 
game featured even teams with 
a contrast of styles, as Carnegie 
Mellon relied on its solid ground 
attack and Kenyon focused on 
moving the ball through the air. 
Though the lords stayed in con-
tention for the entire game, their 
inability to stop CMU ’s com-
manding rushing offense late in 
the final quarter ultimately sealed 
the lords’ fate in a 17-14 loss.
Thanks largely to first-rate 
defensive play, the lords con-
trolled the first quarter. Kenyon’s 
defense made an immediate impact 
by forcing a fumble on the Tartans’ 
initial drive. lords quarterback 
Mike Hermanson ’10 led Kenyon 
94 yards down the field in fewer 
than three minutes for the game’s 
first touchdown, finishing the 
drive with a 53-yard strike to run-
ning back Brett Williams ’13. For 
the rest of the quarter, the teams 
traded turnovers and were unable 
to alter the score. 
In the second quarter, the Tar-
tans evened the game by capitaliz-
ing on the lords’ turnover. after 
recovering a fumble in Kenyon’s 
half of the field, CMU needed just 
four plays to tie the score at 7-7. a 
defensive battle ensued and both 
teams failed to score again before 
the first half came to a close.
Kenyon and CMU continued 
their seesaw affair in the third 
quarter. after taking more than 
five minutes to drive downfield, 
lords’ kicker Harry von Kann ’10 
missed a 23-yard field goal that 
could have been invaluable to the 
lords. Following von Kann’s miss, 
CMU put together a long drive 
of its own that resulted in a field 
goal. With the score 10-7 in favor 
of the Tartans, Kenyon relied on its 
passing attack to take the lead once 
more. In an act of redemption, von 
Kann capped off an eight-play, 73-
yard drive by catching a 19-yard 
touchdown pass from Hermanson 
that gave the lords a 14-10 edge 
going into the fourth quarter.
In the final quarter of play, 
the Tartans’ rushing attack wore 
down both Kenyon’s defense and 
the clock. after a 65-yard kickoff 
return, it took CMU six plays 
to find the end zone and regain 
the lead at 17-14. On the next 
possession, the Tartans’ defense 
halted the lords after only a few 
plays, and CMU took control of 
the game. after Matt Martin ’12 
kicked a 64-yard punt that pinned 
the Tartans to their own one-yard 
line, CMU ran 16 straight running 
plays in an effort to kill time. But 
the damage was already done when 
defensive back Justin Morgan ’10 
picked off a CMU pass attempt 
in Kenyon’s end zone, ending the 
Tartans’ longest drive of the day. 
The Tartans managed to take six 
minutes and 56 seconds off the 
clock, leaving the lords with the 
lofty task of going the length of 
the field with about one minute 
left in the game. Though the lords 
tried to rely on their explosive 
passing attack, Hermanson threw 
two incomplete passes on third 
and fourth down to end Kenyon’s 
hopes of winning.
a few days after the game, 
Head Coach Ted Stanley reflected 
on his team’s performance. “We 
didn’t execute at critical times,” 
Stanley said. “We had one critical 
mistake on almost ever y drive. 
On first and goal at [CMU’s] 10 
yard-line, we fumbled. Harry [von 
Kann] missed a field goal. Mistakes 
like those will hurt you.”
Stanley also focused on what 
his team did well. “Our defense was 
really sound, even though the last 
drive was disappointing,” he said. 
“ I was not happy with the run de-
fense, but they played pretty well. 
… We held them below their aver-
age rushing yards per game. The 
offensive line is getting better. The 
defensive line played well but can 
still improve. Harry [von Kann] 
and the running backs played well, 
too … Mike [Hermanson] did not 
have a bad day.”
Stanley concluded with a pre-
view of the lords’ upcoming game 
against Ohio Wesleyan University. 
“Ohio Wesleyan’s team is similar 
to  Carneg ie  Mel lon,”  Stanle y 
said. “They are physical and will 
run the ball down your throat. … 
They have a solid defense. … They 
are ranked third in the NCaC 
in passing defense. We want to 
establish a run game against them, 
but we don’t want to abandon the 
pass game.”
The lords will take on Ohio 
Wesleyan University this Saturday, 
Oct. 10, at 1:00 p.m. at McBride 
Field. Stanley said he encourages 
all Kenyon football fans to attend 
the game. “I would love to see a 
huge crowd this Saturday,” Stanley 
said. “We need to win this game to 
stay alive in the conference race.” 
By NaTE OlDaCH
Staff Writer
Women’s Soccer 
loses Close Game
Ladies charge toward the opponent’s goal. MiLica petrovic
The lad ies  entere d  their 
game against Mount Vernon Naza-
rene University Saturday, Oct. 3, 
hoping to erase the memory of 
their 1-0 gut-wrenching loss to 
the College of Mount St. Joseph 
the previous Wednesday. They 
quickly found themselves on the 
wrong end of a 1-0 deficit, how-
ever, when, three minutes into the 
game, a Cougar midfielder put the 
ball past goalkeeper Kat Powers 
’11. Not a team to give in easily, 
the ladies fought back, but to no 
avail. Entering the locker rooms at 
halftime, the ladies had managed 
only three shots, none of which 
were on goal.
Determined not to let the 
score remain as it stood, the la-
dies came out of the locker room 
with renewed resolve. The second 
half was dominated by defense 
on both ends of the pitch, allow-
ing no breakthrough on either 
side. The Cougar goaltender was 
outstanding , turning away five 
well-placed Kenyon shots. as the 
horn sounded to signal the end of 
play, the ladies experienced déjà 
vu, with the score at 1-0.  They 
had lost, and in doing so dropped 
to 3-7 overall. 
The ladies hosted their first 
conference matchup of the season 
against Ohio Wesleyan University 
Wednesday, Oct. 7, at 4:00 p.m. 
The ladies lost 2-1. This is the 
official end of the first half of the 
season, and, like a phoenix, the 
ladies must rise from the ashes 
and begin on their long journey to-
wards an NCaC championship.
Greenberg in action.
“I found my rhythm 
when it mattered most.”
   -Mike Greenberg
